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BCF Headquarter- KRI, Erbil, Shorsh Road, next to Mar Qardakh al-Saheed Curch
Erbil Office- Erbil, Shorsh Road, near Mar Qardakh al-Saheed Curch

Tel:+964 07504031000 -07504031001
Tel:+964 07512613030

kirkuk Office- Kirkuk- Noor City- House no. 168

Tel:+964 07515040837

Al-Sulaymaniyah Office- Ashti area, near Fulkay Khala Haji, next to Qasabkhanay Qubadi

Tel:+964 07501035001_07501035002

Duhok Office- Tanahi Neighbourhood, opposite Nawroz University

Tel:+964 07508196670 -07508196671

Kalar- Shaheedan Neighbourhood, next to Sheray Naqeeb Hospital

Tel:+964 07706843483_07706969910 - 07703517306

Shangal Office- The Mount Sinjar, Nineveh Province

Tel:+964 07511720451
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About BCF
The Barzani Charity Foundation is a non-governmental, non-political and non-profit organization which was founded in 2005 in Erbil, the
capital city of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. Mr Masrour Barzani is the head of BCF’s board of founders and directly oversees the operation of
this foundation.
The BCF has legal permission to work as a charitable non-governmental organization from both the Iraqi Government and the KRG. The
increasing activities of the BCF in the area of humanitarian response to IDPs and refugees inside and outside KRI has given great credibility
to the BCF in relation to reputable intergovernmental and international organizations and resulted in increased cooperation and coordination
between the two sides. These factors lead to the BCF being granted a Consultative Status at the United Nations Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) at the organization’s meeting in April 2016.
The BCF aims to provide assistance to local people-in-need, internally displaced people and refugees. The BCF also aims to improve the
education (especially child education) and health fields in the Region and strives to improve the lives and opportunities of the disabled and
people with special needs. In addition, orphan care makes one of the BCF’s major working areas so far.
Barzani Charity Foundation has been named after the legendary Kurdish leader Mustafa Barzani (1903 -1979). The working philosophy of
the foundation is based on a statement by Barzani where he says (It is a privilege to serve one’s own people). Therefore, people or humanity
make the center for the BCF’s humanitarian work. For that, where there is a need for humanitarian assistance, the BCF considers its own
responsibility to help, especially where it falls within its capacity and working sectors including (food assistance, non-food assistance, health
and WASH, disability and education).
The lack of a domestic charitable organization in the Kurdistan Region to provide assistance to people-in-need and other disadvantaged
people necessitated the establishment of the BCF in 2005. Besides, as the result of the security disruption in other parts of Iraq and in Syria
following the unfolding of armed conflicts post 2003, the large refugee and internally displaced people who took sanctuary in the Kurdistan
Region were in urgent need for assistance to receive food, clothing, health care, shelter and accommodation. The BCF has tried to fill the gap
since its inception back in 2005 and strived to give a helping hand in various areas to those needed assistance the most.
To carry out this valuable and difficult task, the BCF has depended primarily on charitable and humanist people in the Region. It is fair to
say that the main sources of funding for our many projects and humanitarian operations are charitable individuals, private companies and
businesses in the Region, something which is highly appreciated by the BCF. In addition, in collaboration with the UN agencies, international
humanitarian organizations, and donor countries, the BCF provides daily assistance to refuges and IDPs in the Kurdistan Region, whose
numbers are increasing on daily basis.
The BCF’s headquarter is in Erbil, the capital city of the KRI and it has offices in Duhok, Sulaymaniyah, kirkuk the Mount Sinjar and Germyan.
In addition, in cooperation with Erbil Joint Crisis Coordination Centre (EJCC), the BCF manages (14) camps within Erbil Governorate. The
BCF also maintains offices at all camps in the KRI.
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Introduction
After the tragedy that unfolded on the Yazidi Kurds in Shangal and surrounding areas and lead to the
displacement of hundreds of thousands of families who found refuge in the Kurdistan Region, some of
them trapped on the Sinjar Mountains. It was not an easy task to deliver aid to those displaced people on
the mountain. As for the geographical nature of the region and the constant threat from ISIS, it was near
impossible to deliver aid to them. However, based on an order from President Masoud Barzani and with
the direct supervision from Mr Masrour Barzani, the BCF delivered the largest humanitarian aid to the
Sinjar Mountain. The BCF tried hard to deliver aid through air dropping. The result was, in cooperation
with the Parliament KRG the UN and Erbil International Airport, the BCF started to transport aid through
air dropping on the Sinjar Mountain.
The aid that was delivered to Yazidis was partly in collaboration with some international NGOs which it
will be outlined here in this leaflet.
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Goals
Assisting the people in
need is what the BCF
does whether they are
local people, refugees
or displaced people.
At the early stages
of their tragedy the
Yazidis were in dire
need to food and water.
The BCF attempted
and actually delivered
these life-saving aids
to them through air
dropping. The aim
was clear, to save the
lives of those trapped
on the mountain and
other areas.

Delivering aid
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BCF delivered life-saving assistance through a number of stages. As in the early stages, the displaced
people needed food, water and shelter, the BCF aid concentrated on these areas. In the comming
sections we will outline the main areas through which the BCF delivered its aid to the Yazidis.
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Opening a ground route
After the surrounding areas to the Sinjar
Mountain cleared by Peshmerga forces, the
BCF started to use the ground route to deliver
aid to Yazidis. Food and other essentials were
delivered to them according to a pre-designed
plan.
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Setting a BCF office
After the ground route was opened to
the Mountain, the BCF set one of its
offices on the Mountain to facilitate aid
delivery. The BCF office that has been
since then managed by a BCF field team,
contributed significantly in aid delivery
to displaced Yazidis. Whether aid
provided by BCF or other humanitarian
organizations, the office has made it
very easy to deliver aid. Since then, the
office assists in aid delivery in a planned
manner through the database available
to them and constant needs assessment
of the residents on the Mountain.

